
  

Ultra   Race   Day   Tips   
Your   success   at   Ultra   distance   races,   regardless   if   you're   aiming   to   simply   finish,   win,   
get   a   qualifying   ticket   or   gain   qualifying   points,   is   a   sum   of   many   parts.   The   biggest   
part   has   already   been   done   and   that   is   the   consistency   in   training,   developing   the   
aerobic   capacity   pathways   and   resilient   muscles   that   keep   firing   over   a   long   period   of   
time.   Yes   ultra   racing   (and   even   for   those   that   don’t   consider   themselves   as   ‘racing’)   is   
the   ability   to   endure...   those   that   keep   their   form,   while   under   duress,   usually   have   the   
best   performances.   

  
Right   now   you   should   be   very   confident   if   you   have   followed   the   training   and   lived   the   
advice.     

  
The   rest   of   the   race   day   puzzle   is   made   up   of   nutrition,   pacing   and   mental   strength   on   
the   day.   All   of   which   has   been   developed   and   practiced   in   training.   

  
But   it   is   a   race   after   all   and   we   can   ‘lose   our   minds’   and   get   ahead   of   ourselves   and   
self   sabotage.     

  
The   KEY   to   executing   is   having   patience   and   confidence   and   to   be   patient   you   need   to   
be   confident.   The   real   question   is   are   YOU    strong   enough   to   go   easy   enough …   early   
on.   And   that   is   mental   toughness   right   there.     

  
Now   ‘easy’   doesn’t   mean   plodding   along,   however   many   athletes   kid   themselves   in   the   
early   stages   of   the   race   by   going   at   a   pace   that   is   not   easy.   Your   respiration   rate   will   
give   you   a   clue   -   if   you’re   breathing   is   shallow,   fast   and   not   controlled   -   you   are   going   
too   hard.   Your   intuitive   effort   should   be   easy.   Even   if   you’re   out   to   win   or   place   high   in   
an   ultra,   the   start   should   be   far   from   anything   hard!     

  
Have   the   confidence,   the   guts   and   the   ‘strength’   to   go   easy   enough   early   so   you   can   
go   hard   and   be   tough   when   it   counts.   This   may   mean   athletes   flying   by   you   early   and   
that’s   ok…   the   reality   is   if   you   keep   to   your   pace   and   your   strategy   the   majority   of   these   
athletes   will   come   back   later   in   the   day.     
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Now   ‘easy   enough’   doesn’t   actually   mean   going   as   easy   as   you   can.   But   it   does   mean   
being   aerobic   and   not   over   doing   an   effort   you   haven’t   held   in   training.   The   ‘strength’   
I'm   talking   about   is   ego   and   mind.   Can   you   go   at   an   easy   enough   pace   that   you   can   
pick   it   up   and   hold   later   when   it   really   does   count?     

  
Everything   we   have   been   training   for   is   to   be   able   to   endure   the   back   end   of   the   run   
and   to   be   able   to   keep   running.     

  
ALL   day   on   Race   Day   we   are   pacing   for   the   back   end   of   the   run.   It   is   a   race   though   for   
some   and   not   all.   Depends   on   your   overall   goals.   For   those   looking   to   see   what   they   
CAN   do…   Be   smart   and   don’t   be   overdoing   it   early.   Focus   on   you,   your   true   efforts   and   
good   things   will   fall   into   place.     

  
It   doesn’t   mean   it   will   be   easy   though.     

  
“In   the   first   half   of   the   race   don’t   be   an   idiot.   In   the   second   half   don’t   be   a   wimp”   

  

Race   Morning   
Before   you   leave   your   accommodation   

Breakfast:    If   you   are   metabolically   efficient   (fat-adapted),   you   will   most   likely   not   feel   
like   eating   -   this   is   fine   as   it   is   best   to   stick   to   what   you   have   practised.   If   you   do   eat,   
you   need   to   do   so   3+   hours   before   the   race   start.   After   this,   you   do   not   need   anymore   
calories   -   None.   Sip   on   water   only   with   a   pinch   of   salt   and   a   squeeze   of   lemon   -   this   
will   keep   you   hydrated   before   the   race.   Stop   drinking   water   about   20   minutes   before   
the   start.   

  
Note:   You   cannot   get   any   more   energy   from   stuffing   in   more   food.   No   glycogen   has   
been   depleted   while   you   slept   and   hardly   any   has   been   used   in   your   warm   up.     

  
Timing   may   allow   you   to   go   back   to   bed   for   up   to   another   hour-   depending   on   time   
needed   to   get   to   the   race   start.   If   you   can’t   get   back   to   sleep   and/or   have   time   I   highly   
recommend   having   a   shower   and   then   doing   some   pre   race   Resets   and   soft   tissue   
release   with   TP   Therapy   Performance   Therapy   Tools   to   kick   start   your   body   for   what   
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it’s   about   to   do.   Meditate   and   calmly   go   through   your   race   day/s   in   your   head.   What   
you   want   to   see   ;)     

  
Take   your   time   getting   ready.     

  
Your   Pre-Race   bag   should   be   already   packed,   so   all   you   need   to   do   is   grab   your   
drinks/fuel   from   the   fridge   and   you’re   set   to   go.   

  
NOTE:  If  youre  race  has  timing  chips,  put  that  on  before  you  leave  your                
accommodation.   

  
Getting   to   Race   Start: .   Arrive   as   early   so   you   are   not   rushing   around.   I   know   
sometimes   the   race   has   busses   to   the   start   so   you   are   at   their   beckon   call!     

  
Less   crowds   and   if   anything   goes   wrong   you   can   fix   it   and   the   port-a-potty   lines   
haven’t   formed   yet!   Remember   rushing   creates   stress   and   that   extra   30-60min   in   bed   
won’t   positively   affect   performance.   Especially   if   it   leads   to   being   rushed.     

  
Make   sure   you   dress   appropriately   so   you   stay   warm   right   up   to   the   race   start.     

  
Warming   up:    Many   athletes   don’t   even   think   about   warming   up   as   they   believe   the   day   
is   long   enough   already   and   for   ultras   that   usually   is   the   case.     

  
Warming   up   is   crucial   to   performance    as   it   wakes   your   muscles   and   systems   up   and   
gets   them   prepared   for   the   task   at   hand   even   if   you   are   going   out   very   easy.     

  
All   you   need   is   a   light   10   minute   warm   up   jog,   which   can   also   help   get   things   moving   if  
that's   an   issue!   Go   for   that   last   pit   stop   (take   your   own   toilet   paper   just   in   case   they   are   
out   -   it   does   happen)   and   hopefully   they   have   enough   porta   potties.   I   once   did   a   100k   
race   where   we   were   bused   to   the   start.   They   all   left   late,   but   the   race   didn't   move   the   
start   time   and   there   were   only   2x   porta   potties   for   hundreds   of   athletes   getting   off   a   
bus   after   an   hour   commute!   Thankfully   I   bailed   the   line,   found   some   bush   and   had   my   
TP.   I   made   the   start   with   20   seconds   to   spare.   Many   were   still   in   the   line   well   after   the   
race   started.   Not   optimal.     
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First   Timers:   There   is   really   only   one   major   goal   today   and   that   is   to   finish   with   a   smile.   
This   is   the   only   time   when   you   have   no   pressure   to   chase   a   PB.   You   have   done   the   
work,   so   just   stay   focused   in   the   moment,   do   your   best   and   the   times   will   take   care   of   
themselves.   

The   Race   
  

I’ll   say   it   again…   just   in   case   ;)   Be   strong   enough   to   go   easy   enough   early   
so   you   can   be   strong   enough   physically   and   mentally   to   go   when   it   counts!     

  
Pacing   &   Nutrition:    the   harder   you’re   running   the   higher   your   HR   will   be   and   the   less   
food   you   can   absorb   (heart   rate   and   ability   to   process   fuel   are   inversely   related).   There   
may   be   times   due   to   course   profile   where   you   can’t   hit   the   ‘planned’   per   hour   fuel   goal,   
eg.   The   course   goes   through   a   hilly   section.   You   should   not   try   to   make   up   for   the   loss   
of   fuel   as   your   body   will   use   fat   stores.   Once   you’re   back   into   a   good   rhythm   then   
resume   your   fuelling   plan.   

  
● You   can   set   a   repeated   countdown   timer   on   your   watch   to   remind   you   to   eat   or   

drink   at   an   interval   you   have   worked   on   in   training-   keeping   in   mind   the   
comments   above.     

  
● After   the   first   20   minutes   start   your   fueling.   The   best   way   to   do   this   is   to   drip,   

drip,   drip   your   calories   all   day   long.   That   way   you’re   not   stressing   your   digestive   
system   with   a   whole   whack*   of   calories   at   one   time.   Same   goes   for   fluids,   small   
frequent   sips.   Do   what   you   have   practiced   in   your   specific   training   sessions   (but   
remember   your   plan   is   not   set   in   stone!).   

  
*There   is   a   caveat   here   with   the   whack   of   calories.   If   you   are   fat   adapted   and  
have   tested   this   in   training.   You   can   give   your   body   100-160   calories   in   a   short   
time   washed   down   with   water   about   15   minutes   before   a   sustained   effort.   It   will   
help   you   with   that   effort.     

  
● The   climate   WILL   have   an   impact   on   your   race   fueling   needs.   In   cold   

temperatures   you   may   need   to   ‘slightly’   increase   calorie   needs   as   your   body   will   
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be   using   more   energy   to   stay   warm   -   I   still   believe   that   you   need   adequate   
amounts   of   electrolytes   in   cold   weather   as   electrolytes   are   to   muscles   like   oil   is   
to   an   engine.   If   there   is   limited   or   no   electrolytes   (oil),   the   muscles   (engine)   will   
seize.     

  
● The   hotter   the   weather,   the   more   compromised   the   digestive   system   becomes,   

meaning   that   you   will   need   to   throttle   back   the   amount   of   calories   you’re   
consuming,   while   at   the   same   time   increasing   your   hydration   (water   plus   salt   
sticks).   If   you   don’t   curb   calories   intake   then   you’re   putting   yourself   at   greater   
risk   of   stomach   shut   down   which   in   turn   shuts   down   fluid   uptake   for   hydration.     

  
● Also   caffeinated   gels   and   caffeinated   electrolytes   etc   aren’t   the   best   in   hot   

conditions   and   can   cause   stomach   distress.   Coke   is   fine   as   it’s   not   as   in   
concentrated   amounts   as   it   is   in   sports   nutrition   products.     

  
● We   have   found   great   success   with   ourselves   and   many   athletes   consuming   

approximately   2    (SaltSticks   or   similar)   electrolyte   capsules   for   every   600ml   
bottle   you   use   or   4-5   for   larger   bottles.   How   much   you   need   is   dependent   on   
race   conditions,   your   pacing   and   how   much   you   sweat.     

  
● Hydration   is   impacted   by   where   in   the   field   you’re   racing.   Studies   have   shown   

that   front   of   the   pack   athletes   are   generally   dehydrated,   whilst   middle   to   back   of   
the   pack   athletes   typically   over-hydrate   (hyper-dilute   your   blood   sodium   
concentrations).   Both   scenarios   affect   race   performance   and   can   potentially   
become   extremely   dangerous   if   allowed   to   escalate.   500-750   milliliters/hr   (about   
17-25   fluid   ounces/hr)   is   the   range   suitable   for   most   athletes   in   most   conditions.   
Only   under   really   hot   conditions   fluid   intake   requirements   increase   -   ensure   that   
you   increase   electrolytes   (sodium)   at   the   same   time.   

  
Tips   for   queasiness   or   sloshing   stomachs   

● If   you   ever   get   stomach   queasiness   after   taking   a   Salt   Stick   (or   any   electrolyte   
tablets   for   that   matter)   then   you   have   simply   not   had   enough   water   with   it.   Drink   
a   bit   more   and   wait   10-   15mins   and   see   how   you   feel.   You   may   also   need   to   
slightly   back   off   the   pace   to   let   your   stomach   settle.     
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● If   your   stomach   is   sloshing   it   simply   means   you   are   overdue   for   electrolyte   
intake.   Take   a   Salt   Stick   and   see   how   you   feel   in   10-15mins.   Still   sloshing,   take   
another.   You   may   also   need   to   slightly   back   off   the   pace   to   let   your   stomach   
settle.     

  
● If   you   have   queasiness   and   haven’t   been   good   on   your   Salt   Stick   intake   then   

take   another.     
  

● Stomach   problems   can   be   caused   by   many   factors,   such   as   incorrect   pacing,   
starting   your   nutrition   too   early   (you   know   not   to   do   that   now)   or   putting   in   too   
many   calories   or   too   much   fluid.   If   you   are   experiencing   stomach   distress,   you   
need   to   adjust   your   fueling   plan,   SLOW   down,   walk   or   even   stop   to   let   your   
stomach   absorb   what’s   in   there   by   getting   some   blood   flow   back   there.   Once   
you   are   feeling   better   you   can   increase   your   pace   again   and   start   to   slowly   drip,   
drip,   drip   the   fuel   back   in.   You’ll   save   time   by   slowing   or   stopping   rather   than   
pushing   on.   

  
● In   hot   races   you   will   want   to   stay   cool,   so   it   is   a   good   idea   to   pour   water   over   

yourself   at   each   aid   station.   Splash   your   head,   face   and   groin   -   this   will   keep   
your   core   temperature   from   overheating.   Contrary   to   what   you   might   think,   
clothes   that   cover   as   much   skin   as   possible   are   highly   beneficial   on   a   hot   day.   
You’ll   be   able   to   keep   them   wet   which   will   cool   you   down,   and   protect   your   skin   
from   the   sun.   Buffs   with   ice   in   them   work   great   too.   In   one   very   hot   hundred   
miler   I   did   in   California   I   got   my   crew   (wife)   to   have   a   7/11   Coke   Slurpee   ready   
for   me   at   one   of   the   crew   stations   in   the   heat   of   the   day.   It   was   magic.     

  
Aid/Crew   stations:    Make   sure   you   know   where   they   are   on   the   course   and   have   an   
idea   of   what   you   need.   For   many   races   I   have   2   run   packs.   So   all   I   need   to   do   is   run   in   
and   swap   packs.   Everything   I   need   is   ready   to   go.   If   you   do   this   remember   to   keep   
anything   you   need   from   the   previous   pack.   If   it’s   a   crew   station,   they   will   have   a   
pre-planned   list   of   what   I   may   need/want   (though   this   can   absolutely   change   based   on   
how   I’m   feeling,   so   you   need   to   be   flexible).   The   key   is   making   these   stops   as   quick   as   
possible.     
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Shit   happens!     
Stay   calm   and   relaxed   and   think   as   this   will   help   you   keep   moving.    Watch   this    prior   to   
the   race,   it's   a   great   life   attitude.     

  
But   everyone   has   bad   patches   in   ultras.   The   key   is   to   not   let   your   mental   state   go   into   a   
downward   spiral.   Many   times   you   just   need   to   EAT.   So   slow   down,   get   some   calories   
and   hydration   in.   Give   it   some   time   and   then   get   going.   You   CAN   always   come   good.     

  
Stay   Focused:     
Ultra’s   are   long   but   staying   focused   is   key   because   when   you   lose   focus   your   
perceived   exertion   will   increase   while   your   pace   drops.   We   like   breaking   the   course   into   
sections   to   make   it   mentally   easier.   However   if,   more   likely   when   you   go   through   a   
tough   patch,   reduce   the   sections   right   down   to   a   landmark   you   can   see   in   the   distance.     

  
If   you’re   racing   for   a   top   spot:   It   is   not   over   till   you   cross   that   finish   line..   Keep   pushing.   
It’s   amazing   how   well   you   can   still   run   at   the   back   end   of   an   ultra.   It   all   comes   down   to   
mindset   and   being   ok   with   discomfort.     

  
It’s   a   fantastic   feeling   when   you’re   catching   and   passing   people   in   the   latter   stages   of   a   
race.   Each   person   you   pass   will   give   you   energy.   Racing   this   way   takes   HUGE   amounts   
of   discipline   and   trust   in   yourself   but   it   feels   awesome.   

  
● The   Finish:    Ultras   typically   don’t   have   much   fanfare   at   the   finishes.   However,   

take   the   time   (unless   you   find   yourself   in   an   unlikely   sprint   finish   for   a   high   
placing…)   to   enjoy   it   and   the   hard   work   over   the   previous   months   you   have   put   
in.   Don’t   forget   to   thank   your   support   crew   and   race   organizers!     

  
● As   soon   as   you’re   finished   your   first   priority   is   to   get   some   fluids   and   sodium   

into   you   and   then   some   food.   Then   go   get   a   massage   where   you   can   lie   down   
and   relax   and   grab   a   beer!     

Congratulations.     
  

We’d   love   to   here   how   you   went   and   how   the   plan   worked   for   you.   Send   me   an   email   
at    kristian@endurancespecific.com     
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